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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last two years, BlueScope’s remuneration system has been 
under severe pressure from two competing interests; shareholders 
who want executive remuneration reduced, refl ecting their experience 
of no dividends and a signifi cant decline in share price and talented 
executives who are tempted by opportunities in less structurally 
challenged industries where remuneration prospects are greater.

The BlueScope Board understands and acknowledges the issues 
raised by shareholders in relation to executive remuneration. 
The Board also believes it is in both shareholder and Company 
interests that our executive remuneration policy assists to retain 
the Managing Director & Chief Executive Offi cer (MD&CEO) and 
the Key Management Personnel (KMP) Executives because they 
are best placed to lead the Company through the major structural 
challenges facing the industry.

In the Remuneration Report last year, the Board informed 
shareholders of the intention to conduct a comprehensive review 
of the Company’s executive remuneration policies. As part of 
this review, the Chairman of the Remuneration and Organisation 
Committee, Ms Diane Grady, and another Independent Committee 
member, Ms Penny Bingham-Hall, met with over twenty of the 
Company’s larger shareholders, corporate governance advisory 
bodies and the Australian Shareholders’ Association to obtain 
feedback in relation to proposals developed by the Board. Those 
discussions were very valuable and suggestions have been 
incorporated in the remuneration structure described below. 

Some of the more notable decisions include:

– Reducing the MD & CEO’s remuneration by 52% in FY 2012 due to – Reducing the MD & CEO’s remuneration by 52% in FY 2012 due to –
no Short Term Incentive (STI) or Long Term Incentive (LTI) awards;

– Again freezing the MD & CEO’s base salary to his 2010 level, and – Again freezing the MD & CEO’s base salary to his 2010 level, and –
maintaining this freeze during FY 2013; 

– Withholding at least 50% of total STI awards by KMP Executives – Withholding at least 50% of total STI awards by KMP Executives –
as deferred equity with a one year trading lock;

– Paying signifi cantly lower cash STI in aggregate for the MD & CEO – Paying signifi cantly lower cash STI in aggregate for the MD & CEO –
and all KMP Executives ($994,476 compared to $3,051,813 for FY 2011); 

– Tightening LTI award conditions by:– Tightening LTI award conditions by:–

 – Eliminating retesting;

–  Imposing a two year trading lock on awards that vest; and

– Reducing payment at the 51st percentile of TSR to 40%;
– Using the capital raising price of 40 cents as a minimum to – Using the capital raising price of 40 cents as a minimum to –

determine the quantum of share rights offered to KMP Executives 
for the FY 2013 LTI award and the addition of a hurdle that the 
FY 2013 LTI award will not vest unless the share price at the end 
of the vesting period is at least 40 cents; and

– Restructuring the organisation from 6 into 4 divisions thereby – Restructuring the organisation from 6 into 4 divisions thereby –
reducing the number of KMP Executives and the total cost of their 
fi xed remuneration.

2. CONTEXT
Board decisions in regard to the remuneration of the MD & CEO and 
senior executives have been made in the context of the challenging 
circumstances faced by BlueScope operating in an industry 
undergoing massive structural change and at a cyclical low. 
These circumstances which have particularly affected our 
Australian businesses include: 

1. Historically high iron ore and coking coal prices; 

2.  Surplus global steelmaking capacity resulting in depressed prices 
for steel exports; 

3.  Increased penetration of imports attracted by the high A$; and 

4.  Reduced domestic sales due to sluggish demand from the 
construction and manufacturing sectors. 

While our Australian businesses are under severe pressure, 
BlueScope’s businesses in Asia are profi table and continue 
to be well positioned in this fast growing region of the world. 
These differences in business environments require an appropriate 
remuneration response.

Management and employees across BlueScope have responded to 
these pressures by restructuring the business and undertaking a 
signifi cant change program across all of the Company’s operations. 
As a result of this restructure the number of KMP Executives has 
been reduced from 10 to 8. Major achievements in FY 2012 included:

– Outstanding cash fl ow management to outperform challenging debt – Outstanding cash fl ow management to outperform challenging debt –
reduction targets;

– The injury free shutdown of 2.6 million tonnes of export steel-making – The injury free shutdown of 2.6 million tonnes of export steel-making –
capacity with the closure of a blast furnace, a coke oven, one 
hot-strip mill, and the moth-balling of a metal coating line – 
achieved within 7 weeks and below budgeted cost;

– The sale of the Company’s insulated panels business in North – The sale of the Company’s insulated panels business in North –
America, Metl-Span, at an attractive price;

– The negotiation of the Steel Transformation Plan resulting in an – The negotiation of the Steel Transformation Plan resulting in an –
advance of $100m from the Australian Government to BlueScope 
(the STP income has been specifi cally excluded from all calculations 
relating to STI awards);

– Capturing more value from the Company’s own reserves of NZ iron – Capturing more value from the Company’s own reserves of NZ iron –
sands by incorporating this lower cost raw material into the Port 
Kembla feed-stock blend and by signifi cantly increasing our iron 
sands export capacity; and

– Consolidating businesses which formerly comprised six divisions – Consolidating businesses which formerly comprised six divisions –
into four: 

 –   –   – A Global Building Products business which operates the largest 
integrated network of sales and manufacturing operations around 
the Pacifi c Basin;

 –   –   – A Global Building Solutions business to deliver growth in the 
pre-engineered steel building market through low cost design and 
manufacturing coupled with dedicated account management 
serving multi-national customers;

 –   –   – A single Australian and New Zealand business called BlueScope 
ANZ, that better aligns our manufacturing, sales and distribution 
operations to our customers and will be more responsive to tough 
markets, with a signifi cant lowering of our total cost base; and

REMUNERATION SUMMARY 
(UNAUDITED)

As BlueScope’s overall fi nancial performance did not reach the 
required threshold established by the Board of an underlying profi t 
for the 2nd half of the fi nancial year, no STI is payable for Company 
Financials which make up 25% of total STI opportunity at target. 
The Company’s safety LTIFR performance for the year did not meet 
the required hurdle. Accordingly, no STI is payable for safety 
performance which makes up 5% of STI opportunity at target. 

For KMP Executives who achieved quantifi ed results which 
otherwise would have warranted higher STI, awards have been 
capped at 60% of target (36% of base pay) if they did not achieve 
underlying EBIT targets.

STI awards were made for achievement of positive EBIT fi nancial 
objectives, achieving outstanding cashfl ow results and implementation 
of fundamental restructuring initiatives to underpin a turnaround in 
company fi nancial performance.

In addition, KMP Executives will have half of their STI cash awards 
withheld, and delivered as restricted shares. These will lapse if the 
KMP Executive resigns or is terminated for cause within 12 months. 
No dividends will be payable during the period of the holding lock. 
Also, the Chief Executive BANZ will have 100% of his STI award 
withheld and delivered in deferred equity. Half may be released 
early if certain H1 FY 2013 objectives are achieved.

Details of awards to individual KMP are summarised below:

– Mark Vassella, and the corporate team of Charlie Elias, Ian Cummin – Mark Vassella, and the corporate team of Charlie Elias, Ian Cummin –
and Michael Barron delivered the Australian restructure including:

 – Achieving targeted fi xed cost reductions of $315m;

 –  Containing restructure costs to $380 million, below the budgeted 
range of $400-$500m;

 –  Releasing working capital of $583 million between October 2011 
to June 2012, after adjusting for the timing of certain year end 
cashfl ows, better than the expected range of $400-500m;

 –   –   – Negotiating positive outcomes for major contract renegotiations; and

 –  Signifi cantly reducing exposure to loss-making export sales.
In addition, the corporate team managed the sale of Metl-Span at 
an attractive multiple, a signifi cant initiative contributing to the 
reduction in net debt.

– Sanjay Dayal – Delivered business unit threshold EBIT and stretch 
cashfl ow objectives for the ASEAN business, including restructuring 
the cost base of the Asian building products businesses.

– Bob Moore – Delivered business unit EBIT and cashfl ow objectives, 
including improving the profi tability of the coated business in China 
by both expanding sales channels and sourcing lower cost feed. 
In addition, established the Global Buildings Solutions business by 
merging the US, China, ASEAN and Australian buildings solutions 
businesses into a single group with a lower cost structure.

– Keith Mitchelhill – Rationalised the US buildings footprint achieving 
break-even run rate at volumes almost half pre-GFC levels delivering 
a signifi cant underlying EBIT improvement versus FY 2011.

– Pat Finan – Established the global sales and marketing function for the 
Global Buildings Solutions business, delivering stretch sales revenue 
with new global accounts and enabling signifi cant engineering cost 
reductions through the introduction of BlueScope’s proprietary Vision 
Engineering system in Vietnam and Thailand. In addition, restructured 
the Australian solutions business to achieve positive underlying run 
rate and divested the Australian urban water business.
Due to outstanding achievements in cash delivery and debt 
reduction, overall STI awards are higher than FY 2011. However, 
because half of the total STI awards has been withheld and 
delivered in shares which will lapse in the event the executive 
resigns or is dismissed for cause within 12 months, and the MD 
& CEO did not receive an STI, the payment of cash STI awards 

is signifi cantly less than FY 2011 for all KMP. The total cash STI 
awards in aggregate for the MD & CEO and all KMP Executives 
for FY 2012 was $994,476 compared to $3,051,813 for FY 2011.

iii) Long Term Incentive (LTI)
For FY 2012, as the usual timing of the LTI award for all executives 
including KMP Executives coincided with the capital raising initiative, 
the Board deferred this award until 1 February 2012. Share rights 
were issued at 41.4 cents. At the same time, the Board tightened 
LTI award conditions as follows: 

– Eliminated retesting by making share rights awarded in FY 2012 
subject to a single performance hurdle test on 1 February 2015;

– Reduced the number of share rights that will vest at the 51st 
percentile of relative ASX 100 TSR from 52% to 40%; and 

– Established a one year trading lock for any share rights that do vest.
In relation to FY 2013, the Board will halve the value of LTI that would 
normally be awarded, and the quantum of share rights will be set to 
refl ect, as a minimum, the 40 cent capital raising price. In addition, 
we have increased the trading lock over vested share rights from 
one to two years. The same tighter TSR hurdle introduced for FY 2012 
will also be applied, together with a minimum 40 cent share price for 
vesting and with no re-testing.

iv) Retention Equity
In times of specifi c need the Board has awarded retention shares to 
a limited number of executives throughout the Company, where their 
retention is particularly critical to the successful delivery of business 
strategy. As the Board stated in last year’s Remuneration Report, 
in light of the major restructure of the business 8 KMP Executives 
(not including the MD & CEO) were awarded retention shares. These 
will lapse if resignation occurs before 30 June 2014. As a condition 
of the award of retention shares, the KMP Executives agreed to vary 
their employment contracts to reduce any future severance payment. 

The award of retention shares has been successful in retaining the 
participating executives. As the Company is part way through a 
signifi cant restructure, in FY 2013 the Board has reduced the LTI 
award to KMP Executives by half the fair value and diverted this 
value to KMP Executives in the form of retention rights. Retention 
rights will have a retention hurdle of three years from the time of 
the award. These will lapse in circumstances of resignation or 
termination for cause. This change sees no increase in cost to 
shareholders. It is not envisioned that this retention rights structure 
will continue after FY 2013. 

The Board recognises that the agreed remuneration for KMP 
Executives in FY 2012 will be examined closely by shareholders; 
however, we knew such intervention was urgent and necessary to 
safeguard the successful restructure of the businesses in Australia 
and overseas. As a result of the changes described above, 
executives will have approximately 43% of their total remuneration 
paid in deferred equity. These proposed changes, particularly 
reducing the cash opportunity will be challenging for executives. 
However, we believe this approach represents a balance between 
the concerns of shareholders and the need to retain the KMP 
Executives by offering fair reward for achievement.

5. SUMMARY
The Board has considered in detail the complex issues relating to 
executive remuneration in a business undergoing major structural 
change. The MD & CEO supports the additional restrictions placed on 
his remuneration this year to refl ect the performance of the Company. 
However, the Board has balanced this against the need to retain key 
capable leaders who have a critical contribution to make to return the 
Company to profi tability. We ask shareholders to understand and 
respect the approach we have taken to remuneration, and look 
forward to a positive vote in favour of this Report.
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 –   –   – A profi table joint venture with Cargill – North Star BlueScope 
Steel – which is the 5th largest producer by volume of hot rolled 
coil in North America.

A key issue for the Board has been selecting the appropriate peer 
group for remuneration benchmarking. In the Board’s view using 
market capitalisation as the sole comparison is not appropriate for 
establishing BlueScope’s remuneration benchmarks because it 
would lead to unmanageable fl uctuations in executive remuneration 
and does not refl ect our belief in BlueScope’s future. A recent Ernst 
& Young paper, ‘Rethinking market practice’, May 2012 advocates 
the need for companies to establish the ‘right’ market to support 
remuneration governance. We believe the peer group shown in 
Table A below is refl ective of the size and complexity of BlueScope. 
In choosing this peer group we have taken into account revenue, 
number of employees, number of geographies, industry similarities 
and market capitalisation.

The Board believes management has performed well in extremely 
diffi cult business conditions. While some businesses have delivered 
good fi nancial results and there has been signifi cant progress in 
restructuring the total organisation, the Company overall has not 
made a profi t and has not resumed paying dividends. Both of these 
factors have been considered in determining executive remuneration.

The Board considers it particularly important in the transformation 
program underway in BlueScope to pay STI to KMP Executives for 
delivering outstanding quantifi ed results even if the Company as a 
whole is not yet profi table. At the same time we have signifi cantly 
reduced the cash component of executive remuneration and 
increased the deferred equity component of incentives. This will 
allow us to both retain and recognise executives for their 
achievements as well as reinforce the alignment between future 
shareholder value and executive reward. 

The Board and management believe that at this stage in a major 
transition process these measures are an appropriate balance of 
the need for incentive, retention, shareholder alignment and 
executive accountability. It is expected that once the Company 
has returned to profi tability, there will be further adjustments 
to the remuneration system. 

Key remuneration decisions during the year are outlined on the 
following pages.

3. MD & CEO REMUNERATION
The Board, with the full support of the MD & CEO, has signifi cantly 
reduced the MD & CEO’s total remuneration package for FY 2012. 
No salary increase, no LTI and no STI awards have resulted in a 
52% year on year reduction in his remuneration. As a result, the 
MD & CEO’s total remuneration will be down from $4,156,129 in 
2011 to $1,995,000 for 2012. 

The following table summarises the reduction in Mr O’Malley’s 
remuneration from FY 2011 to FY 2012.

FY 2012 
ACTUAL

$
FY 2011

$

Base pay including 
superannuation

1,995,000 1,995,000

STI paid Nil 720,865

Total take 
home pay

1,995,000 2,715,865

LTI potential Nil 1,440,264*

Total remuneration 1,995,000 4,156,129

Reduction in total 
remuneration 
from FY 2011

52%

Actual 
remuneration 
received as 
a % of target 
remuneration

41%

*Note: while the MD & CEO is unlikely to receive any value from the FY 2011 LTI which 
was awarded at $2.26, shareholders have incurred the cost as accounting standards 
require this fair value expense to be taken through the P&L.

A summary of the decisions made for FY 2012 and FY 2013 are 
as follows:

i) Base Pay
The Board has determined that base pay is appropriately positioned 
at about the 60th percentile relative to the selected peer group as 
of April 2012. Consequently, the MD & CEO has not had a salary 
increase in FY 2012. Furthermore, the MD & CEO’s base pay will 
be frozen during FY 2013. 

ii) Short Term Incentive (STI)
Although the MD & CEO has led the Company to achieve the targets 
set by the Board in relation to reduction in debt, cash management 
and Company restructuring, the MD & CEO’s STI for FY 2012 will be 
zero in view of EBIT performance. 

STI objectives for FY 2013 at target are based on the achievement of 
a major strategic transformational initiative; delivery of a positive 
underlying profi t; and top quartile TSR performance relative to the 
ASX 100. Details of the targets and results will be disclosed to 
shareholders in the FY 2013 Remuneration Report. If any STI is 
awarded it will be delivered equally in cash and equity. The equity 
will be subject to a 12 month trading lock and will lapse on 
termination due to resignation or for cause.

The quantum of the MD & CEO’s potential STI at target is 80% of 
base pay and 120% at stretch. 

iii) Long Term Incentive (LTI)
The MD & CEO did not receive any LTI share rights in FY 2012 in 
view of the Company’s fi nancial performance.

The MD & CEO will receive share rights for FY 2013 under the 
existing terms of his LTI plan, as approved by shareholders at the 
AGM in 2010. However, notwithstanding the relative performance 
of share rights awarded in FY 2013 under the approved performance 
hurdles, the MD & CEO has agreed that in addition to the relative 
total shareholder return hurdle, no share rights will vest unless the 
share price is at least 40 cents, the price offered to shareholders 
at the time of the capital raising in November 2011.

Shareholders will be asked to approve a new LTI plan for the MD & 
CEO to apply in FY 2014 and FY 2015 which will have a fi ve year 
period from the date of the award of share rights before vested 
shares can be accessed. The new LTI plan will be more restrictive 
than the current plan with the removal of re-testing, a reduction in 
the number of shares that will vest at the 51st percentile of relative 
ASX100 TSR performance from 52% to 40%, and a requirement to 
hold any shares that do vest after 3 years for a further period of 
2 years. Share rights are not eligible for dividends until they vest. 

Share rights would be awarded using the current formula of 155% 
of base pay per annum. This percentage was agreed when the 
MD & CEO’s initial contract was signed and at that time refl ected 
an increased weighting to LTI and a reduced weighting of his STI. 
In considering remuneration for the MD & CEO, the Board focuses 
on total remuneration relative to the peer group recognizing the 
mix at BlueScope is more skewed toward the long term. 

With this remuneration structure, 56% of the MD & CEO’s potential 
remuneration for FY 2013 would be at risk in deferred equity.

4. KMP EXECUTIVE REMUNERATION
The Board, with the support of the MD & CEO and KMP Executives 
implemented the following measures in relation to KMP Executive 
remuneration for FY 2012 and FY 2013.

i) Base Pay
There have been some signifi cant base pay increases during FY 2012 
refl ecting the restructure of the business and our need to retain 
remaining KMP Executives to lead major strategic initiatives. 
There will be no “across-the-board” base pay increase for all KMP 
Executives for FY 2013. Examples of increased responsibilities are 
outlined below:

– Mr Mark Vassella was promoted to the new role of Chief Executive – Mr Mark Vassella was promoted to the new role of Chief Executive –
– BlueScope Australia & New Zealand which comprises responsibility 
for businesses previously led by Mr Noel Cornish, Mr Paul O’Keefe 
and Mr Keith Mitchelhill. His base pay increased to $1,000,000;

– Mr Sanjay Dayal had his salary increased to $880,000 in recognition – Mr Sanjay Dayal had his salary increased to $880,000 in recognition –
of the additional responsibilities arising from the establishment of 
the Building Products business unit comprising a combination of the 
ASEAN and Indian businesses and the Steelscape and ASC Profi les 
businesses on the US West Coast; and 

– Mr Bob Moore, Chief Executive China, had his salary increased to – Mr Bob Moore, Chief Executive China, had his salary increased to –
$700,000 with effect from 1 July 2012 refl ecting the increased 
responsibilities in leading the Company’s pre-engineered steel 
building businesses stretching from North America across China, 
Asia, India, the Middle East and Australia.

ii) Short Term Incentive (STI)
STI objectives are set and approved by the Board at the beginning 
of each fi nancial year and include measurable objectives for results 
achieved in fi nancial, safety, operational excellence and strategic 
projects. At the end of each year achievements are assessed by the 
Remuneration and Organisation Committee. Payments have only 
been made for quantifi ed results. Potential STI payments for KMP 
Executives at target are 60% of base salary and at stretch are 
90% of base salary. All executives have at least 50% weighting to 
fi nancials, including at least 25% for company-wide results. Safety 
and operational excellence targets are set using quantifi able measures.

TABLE A: BLUESCOPE STEEL BENCHMARKING PEER GROUP

COMPANY REVENUE EMPLOYEES
MARKET CAP 
23-MAR-2012

MARKET CAP 
AVERAGE PAST 

3 YEARS TO 
23-MAR-2012

MARKET CAP 
AVERAGE PAST 

5 YEARS TO 
23-MAR-2012

MULTIPLE 
GEOGRAPHIES 

Y/N

Adelaide Brighton  1,100  1,600  1,845  1,800  1,774  N 
Amcor  12,000  33,000  8,640  7,525  6,728  Y 
Asciano  3,056  7,172  4,662  4,382  n.a.  N 
Boral  4,700  15,200  3,061  3,132  3,356  Y 
Brambles  4,672  17,000  10,245  9,640  11,412  Y 
Coca Cola Amatil  4,500  15,000  9,031  8,340  7,654  Y 
Caltex  22,105  4,000  3,707  3,215  3,682  N 
CSR  1,914  4,000  903  2,042  2,294  Y 
Downer  6,975  21,000  1,673  1,854  1,879  Y 
Fletcher  7,416  20,000  3,619  3,766  3,807  Y 
Incitec Pivot  3,906  5,000  5,065  5,442  5,489  Y 
James Hardie  1,200  2,500  3,349  2,759  2,757  Y 
Leighton  19,400  51,000  7,793  8,894  10,004  Y 
Lend Lease  5,099  17,000  4,191  4,367  4,789  Y 
Orica  6,182  14,000  9,647  8,851  8,592  Y 
Arrium (formerly OneSteel)  7,133  11,000  1,678  3,233  3,741  Y 
Sims  8,900  6,500  3,022  3,729  3,887  Y 
Toll  8,225  45,000  4,116  4,388  5,397  Y 
Transfi eld  4,000  27,000  1,336  1,491  1,657  Y 
Worley Parsons  5,904  37,800  7,225  6,228  6,665  Y 

Median  5,502  15,100  3,912  4,067  3,887 

BSL  9,112  18,344  1,323  3,500  4,763  Y 
BSL Ranking (Total 21) 4  8  20  13  10 

Source:
1.  Revenue, employees and geographies sourced from 2011 annual reports.
2.  Peer Group market cap data as at 23 March 2012 source Factset.


